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Principle of specificity in running

Sharing the Principle of Specificity is a principle that says that exercising a certain body part, composition of the body, or specific skills primarily develops that part or skill. [1] In relation to the body, in order for a person to train the chest, for example, one must use chest activation exercises; performing squats in this case will be ineffective.
In relation to skills, specific principles imply that, in order to become better at a particular exercise or skill, one should perform that exercise or skill. For example, runners should run to improve running performance. For a runner, exercises like swimming or cycling can have mixed effects: they can help by improving cardiovascular stamina
in general and burning fat, but it can also harm performance by increasing the size and weight of muscles that are not very important to run. Other sites that may be useful to readers are said general guidelines for adapting the principle of reference to community content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted. More athlepedia,
The Athletics Wiki When training has occurred through participation in large body-full muscle activities, such as running, rowing, or Olympic weight lifting, there may be a fraction but small transfer of training effects for simpler operations. For example, aerobic improvements derived from running (a complex operation) have been shown to
produce improvements in the aerobic work of bicycles (a simpler operation where work occurs in smaller muscle groups). The transfer amount is marginal at best. For example, the aerobic benefits can be derived from 100 hours of endurance running that can translate into the equivalent effect of 10 hours of endurance training for cycling.
It would seem to be preferable and economical to only train for 10 hours on a bike instead of performing 10 times as much running training to get an improvement in cycling. At the same time, cycling creates a specific endurance effect plus other related benefits (which will not be the result of the transfer of phenomena of running training).
When training has occurred on a relatively simple operation, the benefits of that training are specific and do not move on to more complex operations. The back of what was explained above in the #1 did not happen. When an individual trains aerobically for cycling and shows the train effect is marked there is no transfer of aerobic benefits
to run. Similarly, specific weight exercises do not cause improvements in more complex Olympic elevators (which, incidentally, require a high level of complex skilled movement). So when a coach considers an anthoctively trained exercises that are supposed to benefit a particular sport, if these exercises are simple, they will not benefit an
athlete. If they are made with endurance they can really prove mainly due to the development of unnecessary fatigue that can hinder more beneficial recovery. There are four cases of beneficial antho support training. Rehabilitation from trauma is facilitated by joint operations and localization programs designed specifically to promote
specific tissue growth; general resistance exercises and other forms of training can be used to prepare the body for abnormal cases that may occur during competitions and, consequently, serve as a method to reduce the likelihood of injury; Endurance training generally has a generally beneficial behavioral effect on target sports, and
sports where attention and decision-making are important factors (e.g., yachts, playing within goals in ice hockey); and general activity training involving most capacity is beneficial if the participants' exercise levels are particularly low. This is true for young performers or adults who start new activities. When new performers are too low in
general fitness characteristics any improvement in them, whether or not they are specific, will benefit. However, the benefits are shown when the performance level is very low. As performance improves in sports, the value of any transfer of general or non-related training effects decreases rapidly. Welcome to Part 3 of our Off-Season
Training Guide: Specific Principles of Specific Principles Training are deceptively simple and it drives all the benefits that one makes from a strength training program. Specificity says that the body makes gains from exercising the way body exercises. This principle is important because applying it correctly will allow one to have a focused,
effective, effective program that will lead to the desired benefits. Not applying it will lead to waste of energy and time, and it will lead to frustration as profits do not come true. Connect with thousands of college coaches across america and get judged on college athletics! When developing an air conditioning program, you should consider
the following: muscle and joint trained movements for strength movement training and conditioning programs that can be designed to enhance movements performed in athletics. This is important because this can improve an athlete's performance. It is possible to do this by enhancing movement; it is also possible to do this by allowing
athletes to practice movements with resistance. It is also important because it can maximize an athlete's training time and is used to help prevent injuries during sporting events. Some questions should be considered to help with this: Is the operation done standing? Which joints perform the operation This? Do joints work together or in a
sedative? If it's in a reeds order, what is the order of movement? What moves are made every joint? Things like workload, rest and intensity are driven by the energy system(s) you want to train. Energy system training is critical to improving athletic performance. Often performance is limited by your energy stores and your ability to
complement them, both of which can train. You can design air conditioning programs to enhance the energy system(s) used in a sporting event. To do this, consider the following: How long does the event last? Is this event performed continuously? Or don't the athletes get a break? If the event is intermingular, how much time does the
athlete actually spend moving before he or she gets a break? Energy system training is an important consideration because it helps to dictate how much weight to use, how many repetitions to perform, and the amount of recovery time. If you are interested in increasing atp stores, then training will involve heavy weights, low repetition, and
a lot of rest. Glycolytic training will involve moderate reps, moderate weight, and little rest. Aerobic training means lighter weights, more repetitive, and no rest. A final review with specificity regarding the velocity of movement. The benefits from exercise are specific to the velocity with which the exercises are performed at. If the exercises
are performed at a slow speed, then we become stronger at a slow speed; however, there is little turning to faster speeds. If the exercises are done at a faster speed, then we become stronger at a faster rate. This is important for athletics as very few sports are performed at slow speeds. If one designs an air conditioning program for a
sport that is performed at high speed, then one will need to include exercises that make athletes stronger at high speeds. These include things like variations of Olympic-style elevators (clean, jerky, and jerky), plyometric exercises, and sprinting. The principle of specificity is important because it dictatively what profits are made. [This
article originally appeared in the December 2000 issue of Northwest Runner magazine.] Over the past ten months, I have written about scientific research on strength training, descending, stretching, altitude training, and various nutritional issues. I hope my article has proven that scientific research can be used to optimize a person's
workout and diet. However, in trying to apply core science to practical training issues, at least two major problems arise. The first problem is that endurance athletes ask very focused questions that may not have any good data. How long should my tempo run? is a wallet that's a reasonable question, but the scientific community has no
answer, at least not yet. The second problem is that, even if a particular problem has been studied, it can be a royal pain to go looking for research and make sense of it all. Therefore, while a study is based on to train can be very rewarding, it can also be very frustrating, since one can spend hours pursuing an answer that may or may not
exist. With these difficulties, you might ask, Does this research-based Coaching Advice have any overall topics? Each training-related question must be addressed with a separate trip to the library? Isn't there any general principle that we can apply across the board? As it turns out, there is indeed an important overall topic that comes from
the scientific literature on training: specific principles. According to this principle, when a person trains a person's body to do a specific task, the body becomes better in that task, but it does not necessarily become better at other non-related tasks. Therefore, the improvement is said to be specific to the training task. Bowling or grass darts?
At first glance, the concept of specificity seems quite trivial. If a friend wants to be a better bowler, we obviously won't advise him/her to play grass darts or air hockey; we would like to suggest that he/she go bowling more often. However, with the enthusiasm with which some fitness experiences tout the benefits of cross-training, it is
important to remember that the best training for runners is, in fact, running. For example, in the classical study of Pechar et al. (Journal of Applied Erminology 36: 753-6.1974), a group of 20 male college students trained in treading machines three days per week for 20 minutes a day with 85% of their maximum heart rate. After eight
weeks, these subjects increased their VO2max (maximum oxygen absorption, a measure of endurance performance) on a treadreading machine by 6.8%. Meanwhile, a separate group that underwent similar training on fixed bikes only increased their VO2max treading machine by 2.6%. So although cycling has improved treadreadling
performance somewhat, it has been less effective as a training stimulus than treading. These results may surprise some people, given that both cycling and running exercises are heart, lungs and legs. However, as noted by Tanaka (Sports Medicine 18: 330-9, 1994), cycling and foot tension running in different ways; Cyclists put a heavy
load on the quadriceps muscles, while leg flexors (soleus and gastrocnemius muscles) are more important to run. So it makes sense that running performance improves most in people with specially trained legs to run. The study described above is just one of many to test the extent to which training in one sport can improve performance
in another sport. These studies were Franklin (Sports Medicine and Science and Exercise 21: S141-8, 1989) and Tanaka (Sports Medicine 18: 330-9, 1994); both concluded that, while exercising in a sport there are sometimes done more to similar sports, there are also many cases where cross-training does not enhance performance as
much as Training. In this way, I freely acknowledge that cross-training is useful for runners who (a) are injured, (b) prone to run-related injuries, (c) want to spare their legs from too much sidewalk-pounding, (d) have very weak muscles that are not used in running, and/or (e) need variety in their training to keep it fun. My view here is simply
that, if you want to do your best as a runner, you should emphasize running in your training – to the extent that your body and mind will allow, of course. Getting more specific ... However, the above information is only the floating part of the specific iceberg. When someone trains their limbs to move in a certain way, the adaptation that
occurs in the muscles and nerves involved depends on the speed, direction and strength of the movement, as well as the angle of the joint and the person's position. The evidence for this (reviewed by Behm &amp; Sale, Sports Medicine 15: 374-88, 1993, and by Morrissey et al., Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 27:648-
60.1995) is significant, and the following two examples can help us appreciate how specific training adaptations are. In a study of the speed of movement, Coyle et al. (Journal of Applied Erology 51: 1437-42, 1981) trained a group of college boys to perform rapid knee enlargon and the second group to perform slow knee enlarges. At the
end of the study, the slow-trained team improved most of their ability to perform slow knee enlargies, while the fast-trained team excelled at rapid expansion. Similarly, in a study of joint angles, Graves et al. (Medicine and Science in Sports and Fitness 21: 84-9, 1989) subjected a group of men to knee bending training on a variety of
motions of 0-60 degree bends - at 0 degrees, the legs were completely straight - while a second group trained on a range of 60-120 degrees. As you might have guessed, the 0-to-60 group showed an impressive increase in strength when experimenting with knee joints placed between 0 and 60 degrees of bend, while the 60-to-120
training team improved its strength more on tests conducted at angles between 60 and 120 degrees. Although these studies (and most others reviewed by Behm &amp; Sale and Morrissey et al.) involve strength training rather than aerobic stamina training, they make a very important point about athletic training in general. The point is as
follows: if we want to get better at a particular sporting task, it is not enough to carry the muscles involved in the task; we must use the muscles in a way that mimics the main task. For runners, in other words, it's not enough to run; In our run we have to simulate the race we are training for. If we are preparing for a hilly cross-country
course, for example, we should practice running up in our training (Freund et al., Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 18: 588-92, 588-92, Don't miss the obvious! Does all these sounds intuitively clear? It should -- but I think a lot of us, myself included, don't always train as specifically as we should. To cite an extreme example, a
friend's trainer discourages long-running marathon runners because he thinks going away is simply a matter of mental toughness. Such advice directly contradicts the principle of specific training; If you expect to be on your feet for three or four hours during the race, you should give your body some practice at this pre-race mission itself.
And here's another one: why do some endless runners of intervals at speeds much faster than race speeds that never bother to run at race speed? Although super fast exercises are no doubt useful, the specific principle suggests that training at race speed should be a priority in everyone's workout schedule. OK, so one should adjust a
person's workout with race terrain, distance, and speed... but that's not all. Will the race begin at dawn? If so, you should consider morning training (Hill et al., Medicine and Science in Sports and Exercise 30:450-5, 1998). Is the temperature expected to be high? Better Practice Running in Heat (Pandolf, International Journal of Sports
Medicine 19: S157-60, 1998). Will you stop for the Gatorade every few miles? Don't try this for the first time in the race; Do it during your workout, too! Is the race likely to be decided in the final immediately? Maybe it's time to practice that kick... I think you know what this means. The concept of training specificization can be effectively
applied to formation of exercises, plyometrics, and other strength building exercises as well. In the April 1999 episode of Running Research News, Owen Anderson explained how it works: For the sake of strength ... especially for the speed of movement used during strength work, it is important to try to combine your movement speed as
you work out your strength with the actual movement speed associated with your sport. Moreover, Anderson continued, since running is a 'one-legged sport' (full body weight is born by one leg at a time), it is important to avoid... sitting or lying down while performing enhanced exercises; instead, using strength habits requires most or all of
the body weight to be supported by one leg, not by both. So one-legged squats are better than traditional squats, one-legged hops... it is better to jump two legs, etc. In short, the principle of specificity training is entirely reasonable, supported by a wide range of scientific studies and used to address a wide range of training-related
questions. Of course, there is no single principle that can probably encapsulated everything distance athletes need to know about training, but this comes closer than most. When in doubt, doubt, specifically! Research-based training menu overview |  article |  link link
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